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The complete, keel-up restoration of this stunning schooner involved a meticulous attention to detail. Not a single part of the original 

was left untouched.

Where possible, original parts were kept, cleaned and reused. Where new elements were needed, these were all lovingly reproduced, 

such as the joinery, decks and sails.

The result is a luxurious, classic sailing vessel, with a rich history and a secure future.

1920 Launched under the name of “No.6”. 

1921 Entered service as a pilot schooner in Texel, Holland.

1923-25 Transformed into a motorised pilot schooner, and re-entered into service as “M4”.

1933 Purchased by Philadelphia cotton tycoon George McFadden and renamed “Samothrace”, in honour of the Dodecanesean 

island and the ancient Greek lands. She is adapted for use as a yacht, utilising the finest antique woods. She is transferred to Greek 

and Cypriots waters, and chartered out during the Second World War when she saw service as a transport for supplies and personnel 

between Cyprus and Egypt.

1947 King Farouk I of Egypt bought the schooner and reformed her to make her even more comfortable and elegant. She was 

renamed “Feid El Bihar”.

1952 Following the overthrew of King Farouk, ownership of the vessel was transferred to her captain, who sold her two years later 

to a gentleman from Genoa, Italy, who named her “María II”.

1955 She was acquired by the Naval Recuperi Srl, renamed “Rosetta I” and provided with two new Deutz motors.

1983 The vessel was sold to a Norwegian shipowner, who kept her in Italy.

2001 The current owner bought her under the name “Sonia Maria”, while she flew the Norwegian flag.

2007-2008 The schooner was given back her original name and underwent a complete restoration to transform her into 

her current, stunning condition, while retaining some of her rich heritage.

Nº6 Texel
Schooner, c.1920
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The schooner Nº6 Texel has undergone a thorough restoration. With the ship in dry dock, every part of her was closely inspected and assessed. 

Pieces were removed, repaired or replaced, as required. Nothing was overlooked.

Many new elements were fabricated from scratch to match the vessel’s appearance.
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Masts, booms, poles, bowsprits, ropes, winches, blocks… every item 

was examined thoroughly and repaired or replaced as needed.

The new deck has done much to enhance the yacht’s appearance.
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The Atollvic shipyard is part of much larger industrial engineering 

group, able to undertake all necessary works. Further, given the 

yard’s location, the skills and experience of Vigo’s large and 

established shipbuilding industry is close at hand, allowing even 

larger and more complicated work to be completed under the 

strict supervision of Atollvic.



The detailed carving on the stern provides a vivid illustration of the high degree of skill and care involved. This particular work was 

completed by an expert who was familiar with designs from those times.
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The interior of the vessel was also subject to painstaking efforts. Some ironwork 

and locks were fabricated as replicas of the original design. The remanufacturing 

of the doors was vitally important to guarantee watertight integrity between the 

internal compartments.

Much of the interior woodwork had been installed during previous refits, in some 

cases utilising fine woods that were even older than the original vessel.
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The schooner Nº6 Texel sails once more with a splendour to match her finest years.

A ship built to work, to a design inspired by the old Baltimore schooners, transformed 

into a yacht not just fit for a king, but actually for a king, now rebuilt and adapted for the 

modern age. The comfortable upper cabin is equipped with all the latest instrumentation 

for safe navigation, whilst at the same time retaining her period character and charm.
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The reconstruction of the engine room, and incorporation of the 

new Scania engines, required a complex and challenging redesign 

of the space. All the new equipment had to be accommodated, 

yet be accessible for easy maintenance.

Engine technical specifications:

Make: Scania.

Model: DI46M 10-52.

Power (HP): 259 Kw a 2200 rpm.

Cylinders: six in line.

Fuel: Gas-Oil.

In the cabins, one finds a level of detailing which is rarely found today. The preservation of 

such features was no easy task, but one which was to be key to the project’s success.
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